ABSTRACT

After the cold war international relations the tendency is to cooperate with other nations in order to fulfill their needs. Forum East Asia-Latin America Cooperation (FEALAC) was officially formed in 2001. Increased interest in other areas are also affected by the impact of the tendency of international relations in the 1990s, which raised the condition of interdependence among countries in the economic field became one the background factors formation of FEALAC. And Indonesia the one of the co-founders of FEALAC is also have an intention to join FEALAC so that Indonesia might have a good impact from FEALAC. This undergraduate thesis see that Organization has an interesting case of International Relations. It shows how two different continents can come together for a common goal. This undergraduate thesis will analyze that why the cooperation forum does not provide a positive impact for Indonesia, this thesis will also analyze what are the causes of the weakness and ineffectiveness of FEALAC itself.
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